
Large Square 
Disappearing  

9 -patch

Fabric: 
• 1/4 yard each Cows, Pigs, Sheep and Chicken Fabric 

• 1/4 yard Lemon Drop Grunge 

• 1 3/8 yard white on white
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Tools: 
• Rotary Cutter 

• Ruler or square with at least one 8” measurement 

• Cutting Mat
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Assembly: 

Cutting Instructions: 
Be sure to straighten your fabric before sub cutting.  

1. Cut (5) 8” squares from each of the animal fabric and the lemon 
drop grunge.  

2. Cut (20) 8” squares from the white fabric. 

3. Cut (5) 2.5” strips from the white fabric. Set aside. 

Arrange your 9 patch blocks so that you 
have an animal print in each corner and 
the yellow in the center with whites filling 
in the 4 remaining patches.  

Sew together in your preferred method.

Your blocks should measure about 23” square (unfinished). You now 
need to cut them in half vertically and horizontally. Use your ruler on 
the seams to cut the center blocks at 3 3/4”. The seams are more 
stable and straight than cutting from the side of your blocks. Cut your 
first cut in one go and cut the resulting pieces separately, don’t try to 
stack and wack. 

Borders: 
Sew (3) 2.5” strips together. Fold in half and lay through the center of 
the quilt (top to bottom), matching the cut ends on one side of the 
quilt. 

Place a pin in the borders at the edge of the quilt and cut there. Pin 
the ends and center. Then sew on your side borders, easing as 
necessary. 

Sew your scrap ends and the remaining (2) 2.5” strips together and 
repeat the steps above to cut your top and bottom borders. Sew. 

Arrange your blocks in an 
agreeable fashion (there is no 
right or wrong way).  Use a 4 
across by 5 down layout to 
achieve the stated size. 

Sew your blocks into rows, then 
your rows together. Make sure 
to press your seams well. 

Quilting: 
 
Quilt as desired. The example was 
quilted using the Moo, Ewe and 
Piggy 2 pattern by Patricia Ritter. 


